IN 2023, 9,611 NEW SURVIVORS GRIEVING THE DEATH OF 4,006 MILITARY MEMBERS CONNECTED WITH TAPS SERVICES AND SUPPORT

Since 1994, TAPS has provided comfort and hope 24/7 through a national peer support network and connections to grief resources for all those our military members loved and left behind.

To connect with TAPS at a 2024 seminar, please visit TAPS.org/Seminars to find a seminar near you!

$561M+
Value of educational benefits connected with TAPS survivors

20,600+
Calls to the 24/7 Helpline

13,300+
Military survivors grieving the death of their military loved one attended a TAPS event

26
Average number of new survivors connected each day

130,000+
Survivor connections with TAPS for comfort, care, and resources

Connect with us,
Call the Military Survivor Helpline 24/7
800.959.TAPS(8277)
OR VISIT TAPS.ORG

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL!

TAPS.org
/TAPSorg
@TAPSorg
/tapsorg
IN 2023, 1,415 NEW SURVIVORS GRIEVING THE DEATHS OF 676 SAILORS CONNECTED WITH TAPS SERVICES AND SUPPORT

2023 SURVIVORS GRIEVING THE DEATH OF THEIR SAILOR WHO DIED BY

- ILLNESS: 46%
- SUICIDE: 29%
- ACCIDENT: 15%
- HOSTILE: 1%
- OTHER: 9%

2023 SURVIVORS BY RELATION TO THEIR FALLEN SAILOR

- Partner: 14%
- Parent: 31%
- Child: 29%
- Sibling: 8%
- Loved one including extended family, friends, and battle buddies: 18%

Military Deceased Was Their...

- Active duty: 37%
- National Guard: 16%
- Reserve: 44%
- Retired: 1%

$961,000+
Retroactive benefits secured for USN survivors

$75,842,700+
Value of educational benefits connected with USN survivors

1,800+
Survivors grieving the death of their Sailor attended a TAPS event

Connect with us:
TAPS Military Survivor Seminars
Join TAPS at our Military Survivor Seminars across the nation.
TAPS.org/Seminars

Connect with TAPS 24/7
800.959.TAPS(8277) or TAPS.org

Learn More About Supporting Survivors!
TAPS.org/Institute

Connect with us on Social!
FACEBOOK
/TAPSorg
INSTAGRAM
/@TAPSorg
LINKEDIN
/@TAPSorg
USN@TAPS.ORG